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"Give me liberty or give me
death."

Tax Day Tea Party Rallies
are Finally Here!!!

- Patrick Henry, Virginia Convention,
March 23, 1775

Be sure to join your local TDTP protest.
Bring your family and friends… anyone
you can. April 15th is Wednesday.

Founding Fathers Cry on
the Radio
Founding Fathers’ Cry is reaching into the
blog talk radio sphere to raise awareness on
ways to bring our Country back to prosperity.
Our goal is to help inform our listeners and
fellow patriots so they will be armed with one
of the most powerful tools… knowledge.
The show is every Thursday night, 8-10 CST.
The call in number is: (347) 215-6929. You
can listen live online, or download past
shows from the Patriots Heart Network at:
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/stations/PatriotsHe
artNetwork/.

On April 2, 2009, Ray interviewed Rosanna
Pulido on the show. Unfortunately, she did
not win her Congressional bid. However, she
is a very intelligent and enlightening woman
and her interview is a must listen.
On April 9, 2009, Don interviewed ResistNet
creator, Darla Dawald, as well as some of her
state coordinators. ResistNet is a network of
citizens who are opposed to the current
administration’s agenda and policies.

Take pictures and send them to FFCry. We
will post them on our Shutterfly account for
everyone to enjoy. To find you local rally,
visit: http://taxdayteaparty.com/.

Founding Fathers’ Cry is
Now Affiliated with WAM
and Tsunami Media
WAM is the Wake Up America Movement.
Their mission statement:
“To outreach, inform and empower
the public about how We the People
can bring about needed Reforms in
our mainstream media and, by
placing Principles over party, in our
national leadership.”
More information about the organization
can be found at their website:
http://www.wam08.org/
Tsunami Media is a network of bloggers,
websites, talk radio, and small media who
will inform Americans about issues that
MSM will not. If you have your own blog
and would like to become part of Tsunami
Media, visit the WAM website.
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